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Adobe Document Cloud is the only productivity solution that integrates Adobe’s

pioneering PDF technology with the Acrobat and Adobe Sign apps to deliver

100% digital experiences to employees and customers. Give your organisation the

power to create and collaborate on documents from anywhere, collect critical

signatures with a click and do away with manual processes for good.

Ingram Micro helps businesses fully realize the promise of technology by helping

them maximize the value of the technology that they make, sell or use. We

enables business partners to operate more efficiently and successfully in the

markets they serve.
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Cash Flow Story helps you improve Profit, Cash Flow & Value in a business. Tools

such as the Power of One help unlock the code of a business enabling you to

engage with your clients in a way they will understand. We remove accounting

jargon where possible and use terms that simply "make sense". Trust us, your

clients will love you for it, coming back to you for more. Become a trusted advisor

today. Cash Flow Story is simply the easiest and most accessible software

available for improving the Profit, Cash Flow and Value of a business.
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Dedoco's API-first document infrastructure makes it simple and easy for

companies to digitally transform their document workflow. Dedoco provides

companies with state-of-the-art document workflow, security and data privacy to

businesses. 

With Dedoco, a company can transmit digital documents quickly and easily

through a preferred cloud storage solution or via Dedoco’s peer-to-peer

encrypted file sharing method. Documents can be checked in real time,

anywhere. And clients are assured of privacy as neither Dedoco nor unauthorised

parties can view or change a document.
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Vendors Bio

DocuSign helps organisations connect and automate how they prepare, sign, act

on, and manage agreements. As part of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud,

DocuSign offers eSignature,  to sign electronically on practically any device, from

almost anywhere, at any time. Today, more than 750,000 customers and hundreds

of millions of users in over 180 countries use DocuSign to accelerate the process

of doing business and to simplify people's lives.

For more information, visit http://www.docusign.com.au/ or call 1800 255 982.
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BusinessWare Solutions has been CaseWare IDEA's regional distributor since

2001. Our staff have extensive experience using data analytic tools in both an

external audit and internal audit environment. We provide not only software sales,

but also training in the use of IDEA, and assistance to resolve any confusion or

misconception about the IDEA's functionality. We look forward to meeting you at

our booth.
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Inflo is a cloud-based software application incorporating machine learning (AI)

and user configuration, offering advanced data analytics capabilities without the

need for data science or coding knowledge.

Inflo consists of 10 Modules within 5 product groups, allowing accountants in

practice to work more collaboratively with accountants in business to provide

more effective and valuable audit services.

Inflo’s Digital Audit is the accounting professions first audit solution designed for

the modern, digital business world. It combines unparalleled data acquisition,

embedded client collaboration, progressive data analytics and dynamic reporting

with a proprietary methodology and work papers solution – all in one platform.
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IDEA | BusinessWare Solutions Pte Ltd

Inflo

Thrive 200% Smarter & Quicker in the Digital Era. ProKorp is a powerful AI-based

corporate compliance platform that enables organization, employee, and client

satisfaction while enhancing your business efficiency.

Want to run a paperless automated compliance business and automate mundane

tasks while focusing on scaling up your business? Head towards our booth and

meet Mandy Ong to get a quick demo now.
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"Incorporated in 2004, Progreso Networks & Security is a Value-Added Distributor

(VAD) that provides virtual communication, network, cybersecurity solutions and

professional services. For virtual communication solutions, we provide pConnect

Private Cloud IP-PBX (powered by 3CX), a user-friendly softphone that allows you

to manage calls and conduct video conferencing meetings from your desktop

browser (Mac and Windows) and smartphone apps (Android and iOS). With

pConnect, companies can slash telco costs, increase productivity and mobility, and

enhance customer experience. 

For more information, visit http://pconnect.progreso.com.sg/voice-solutions/. For

sales enquiries, email sales.team@progreso.com.sg" 
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Headquartered in Singapore, SIFT Analytics Group has been a leading provider of

enterprise software solutions since 1999. Our analytics solutions work seamlessly

to give organizations clear, immediate, and actionable insights into current

performance and the ability to predict future outcomes. SIFT Analytics Group is

the official partner of Tableau for this event.
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teamWork APAC is the brain-child and subsidiary of InfoTrust Singapore Pte Ltd

and brings more than 15 years of experience in the field of IT Solutions. We

establish to be the premier IT consultant and service provider with the capacity

and experience of providing strategic technology solutions that achieve realistic

business results. By utilising next gen technology within our systems, we aim to

provide simple software solutions to take on your complex business problems.
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Vigilant AI are team of finance and technology experts whose mission is to help

deliver advanced digital solutions to our clients, to help them become the more

efficient, effective and innovative organization of the future. Our global team

and network of strategic partners helps organizations in many industries

including retail, government and accountancy. We are trusted partners of our

clients, helping them to maximize their revenue, ensure their corporate security

and evolve their data intelligence from hindsight into insight into foresight.
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Valutico is a leading provider of web-based company valuation tools.

Founded in Austria, Valutico is a web based valuations platform providing the

financial services industry and valuation practitioners with data-driven tools to

conduct analysis more efficiently. With headquarters in Vienna and subsidiaries in

the UK & USA Valutico empowers businesses and experts to perform accurate

valuations in minutes while solving the issue of complex tools, lack of data sources

and time consuming reporting. Valutico provides access to reliable market data

from leading financial databases, cross-checks business plans and provides useful

suggestions to promote consistency and plausibility. With over 15 leading

valuation methodologies to choose from and saving experts precious time

transferring results from spreadsheet to slides, Valutico is carving a new

generation in valuations.


